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the finest of Queen Anne type seen anywhere. 11
An addition^©"tlie rear of the original house more than doubled its size 

but echoes much the same detailing and proportions, and traa obviously done not 
too many years after initial construction. The Porte Cochere is a later ad- 
ditign along with alterations to the Porch* An 1698 photograph shows the 
as originally built. It is diffidult to tell how much of the interior of 
the original portion was remodeled when the rear addition was made. Some 
rooms have been further redecorated as evidenced by their "modern* mantel 
pieces. However, the majority of all additions and alterations are in the 
Victorian manner (so much so that the addition is apparent only upon close 
scrutiny), therefore keeping this house an important chapter in architectural 
history.

The plan of the original house was in the free Victorian manner and 
was comprised of two floors and an attic. The first floor was divided by a 
center Entrance Ball, a Stair Hall at right angle at the rear, a Parlor to 
the right of the Hall, and a Sitting Room and Dining Room to the left of the 
Hall. The center Ball and Stair is repeated on the second floor in addition 
to three Bedrooms and 2% baths. The central Ball was continued to the rear 
on both floors ihen the house was remodeled and a Basement was added. The 
partition between the former Sitting Room and Dining Room was probably altered] 
(as evidenced by the solid foundation beneath) to form the New Parlor. The 
former Parlor became the Idbxary.

Beyond the new Parlor is the most sumptuous of all the rooms; the Dining 
Room measuring 20*-6" x 33*76" has a deeply coffered ceiling formed by "beams* 
supported by fluted Corinthian columns which divide side and end walls into 
three parts. Moldings applied to the plaster between the columns give the 
room a paneled effect. Oil landscape paintings fill several of these panels. 
The fireplace to the center of the outside side wall is adorned by a French 
"Rococo11 mantelpiece. Just beyond the Dining Room is a Butler's Pantry. 
Across the Hall is the Kitchen, Storage Room and new Sitting Room with ad 
joining toilet. The principal living areas of this floor are floored with 
oak parquet.

Added to the second floor were three Bedrooms, a Bath and a Sewing Room. 
Details of the principal living areas are generally elaborate. The center 
Hall, first floor, has a richly paneled oak wainscot which runs into the 
Stair ggii and up the Stairs. The stair rails are elaborately carved. The 
Library is paneled similar to the Dining Room by moldings applied to the 
plaster. The Parlor has a circular niche at the exterior corner (which is 
expressed on the exterior as a tower) and is divided into two areas by fluted 
Corinthian columns at the walls; the second area being distinguished by a / 
tri-walled bay of windows (formerly Sitting and lining Rooms). Ceiling height! 
of the first floor is 13*-0"+. Second floor ceiling height* is 11*-10"+. u

Except for the changes "in the porch and the addition of the Porte 
Cochere, the exterior of the original portion remains unaltered, ggnlnant^ 
features of the principal street facade are a tower at the left hanT"slde7 
around which the porch develops, a center dormer and bay window on the first 
floor level to the right (Library). Around the side to the west is a two- 
story bay (former Miring Room and Bedroom above). The brick walls of the 
original structure are coated with a thin layer of brick colored plaster 
with beaded "brick joints" applied over this coating.
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7. DESCRIPTION

This detail was omitted on the addition; however, details of windows and 
cornice were repeated. Windows have bracketed heads of carved stone. Many 
of the windows and the front door have stained glass transoms over them. 
Sculptured terracota tiles were used at the top of the tower below the cor 
nice, above the ilndow of the center dformer, in a "balustrade* over the 
window bay in front, as well as in a decorated panel above the former 
Dining Room bay. The roof is.of slatej the tawer being crowned by a cone 
shaped roof topped by a metal spire. Chimneys are picturesque being molded 
bj^ brick insets. The Porch and Porte Cochere in its present state is 
stuccoed at foundation level and its roof is supported by fluted Corinthian 
columns with banisters between.

The Carriage House to the rear is itself a gem of Victorian design. Indts 
original state except for slight alterations to accommodate the automobile, 
it is rich in Victorian detailing. A eantilevered portion of the roof ove: 
the stable entrances is bracketed with scrollwork. The roof itself is slate 
covered, capped along its ridges by metal with a silhoetted fl.e.ur-de-lis de 
sign. A cupola with a weather vane adorns the roof. The rear portion 
accommodates quarters upstairs for the liveryman complete with a balcony 
toward the main house. This house is of great importance to the neighborhood 
which is composed of many Greek and Classic Revival and Victorian structures.
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Thomas C. Burke built this beautiful Queen Anne type maasion 
shortly before the turn of the 19th century on College Hill overlooking 
the site of Macon's early settlement. Mr. Burke s everal years earlier 
had been designated a "Merchant Prince" by Macon's newspaper. To earn 
that title, he had started business with small holdings, and by 1680 
his annual trade amounted to some $6,000,000 and his personal property 
evaluated at $2,500,000.

Not only was B urke active in business affairs, he was a civic leader 
in Macon and Bibb County. In 1880 he w as elected to the County 
Commission to administer County government* In 1893 he was elected to 
the City Fire Commission, an important post in that a new city charter 
called for the first time a paid fire department to replace volunteer 
companies.

Governmental and business affairs did n>t occupy all of Thomas Burke f s| 
hours as he still found time to devote to eleemosynary projects such as the 
establishment of a city hospital which las since grown into a ttulti-iftillion- 
dollar institution. He also was instrumental in bringing about in 1871* 
the. establishment in Macon of Pio Nono College, later called 
St. Stanislaus, a private college run by Jesuit priests for 1*7 years before| 
a disastrous ire nsulted in its closing in 1922.

Following Mr. Burke's death in 1917, his home has been, until recently, 
occupied by his immediate family, and lately has been a fashionable antiqup 
shop.

•One of the finest Queen Anne type houses anywhere in the 
country*.



Picture of original structure contained in the 1898 "Diamond Jubilee, 
Carnival Edition of the Macon News."

Young, 0 holson & Hargrove. The History of Macon, Georgia 182 3- 19l*9 •
Macon, Georgia* 1950.
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